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Synopsis

Recent investigations in relativistic thermodynamics have shown that the momentum and 
energy of transferred heat in a thermodynamical process transform as the components of a four- 
vector under Lorentz transformations, in striking contrast to the ideas of the early formulation 
of relativistic thermodynamics of sixty years ago. In the present paper it is shown that the 
results of the new formulation are supported in all details by a relativistic generalisation of 
Gibbs’ classical statistical mechanics.
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1. Introduction and Survey

In a most interesting paper by H. Ott from 1963 11 J, it was shown that 
the old relativistic treatment of thermodynamical processes by Planck 

and others [2] contained an error which led to a wrong transformation 
formula for the heat energy transferred in a process. In pre-relativistic 
thermodynamics, the first law expresses the law of conservation of energy 
when heat energy is involved in the process. In relativity theory, this law 
has to be supplemented by a similar law of conservation of momentum. 
Thus, in an arbitrarv system of inertia S, we have four conservation equa
tions*

AGt = Ah + AQi, i = 1,2,3,4 (1.1)
with

AGt = {AG, -AH/c} 

Ah = {Al, - AA/c} 

AQt = {AQ. -AQlc}.

(1-2)

Here, AG and AH are the changes of the momentum G and energy H of 
the thermodynamic body in a process leading from one equilibrium state 
to another such state. A I is the mechanical impulse, i.e. the time integral 
of the mechanical forces acting on the body, while AA is the work performed 
by these forces during the process. Consequently, dQ is the heat energy 
transferred to the body in the process (definition!) and AQ is the corre
sponding momentum transferred along with the heat supply.

In his paper, quoted above, Ott clearly pointed out that the error in 
the old treatments is due to a wrong expression for the mechanical work 
performed by the external forces. However, his argument and his results 
were not universally recognized and his paper gave rise to a large number

* Latin indices run from 1 to 4, Greek indices from 1 to 3. The metric tensor in Minkowski 
space has signature +2 and the usual summation convention is made. 

1*
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of mutually contradicting papers on the subject [3], Therefore in a recent 
paper [4], the present author considered once more in all details the simple 
case of thermodynamical processes in a fluid enclosed in a container of 
changeable volume. If we assume that the fluid cannot withstand shear, 
the external force on the fluid is simply the normal pressure from the walls 
of the container. Since the pressure is a relativistic scalar, it is easy in this 
case to write down the transformation equations for the quantities 1G/ and 
Alt. Then, the transformation laws for the quantities J()( follow from (1.2). 
The main results obtained in reference 4 are the following. In general, 
neither /1G\ nor Alt will transform like the components of 4-vectors under 
Lorentz transformations. Nevertheless, the differences AGi-Ali, i.e. the 
AQt are the covariant components of a ^-vector, the four-momentum of supplied 
heat. This result, which in reference 4 was proved for a fluid only, has been 
shown by Brevik [5] and bv Söderholm [6] to be valid for any elastic body 
and for any thermodynamical process leading from one equilibrium state to 
another such state of the body.

Further it was shown in reference 4 that the four-momentum of sup
plied heat for an infinitesimal reversible process is proportional to the four- 
velocitv

of the body:
Vi = {yv, -ye}, y = (1 - d2/c2) 1/2 (1.3)

(1.4)

where dQ^ev is the transferred heal energy measured in the rest system 
S° of the body. The fourth component of (1.4) gives

t/Qrev 
j/1 - t>2/c3

(1.5)

As regards the second law of thermodynamics, it is generally agreed that 
the entropy S is a relativistic invariant,

i.e. S = S°,

and, in tin1 rest system, we have

(1.6)

(1.7)
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where T° is the proper temperature as measured in the rest system, 
wants a similar equation

^C?rev

T

If one

(1.8)

to hold in any other system of inertia, one finds by (1.5—8) that the so defined 
temperature T is connected with the proper temperature T° by Ott’s formula

7’0
T = -===. (1.9)

I 1 - z?2/c2

Thus, T is not an invariant but rather the fourth component of a time-like 
vector

T*
Tt = —Vt (1.10)

c

the ‘temperature 4-vector’ introduced by Arzéliès [7]:

T = T4 = - ?4 (1.11)

Obviously the norm of this vector is equal to the invariant proper tem
perature T°, since

I - 7\ r = T°. (1.12)

Thus, instead of using a single quantity T, defined by (1.9), for the charac
terization of the thermodynamic state (together with ‘extensive’ quantities 
like the volume etc.) it seems more appropriate in an arbitrary system of 
inertia to use the four components of the temperature 4-vector rI\ for this 
purpose. Only in the rest system S° where the spatial components Tt° = 0 
we are left with a single quantity 7’2 = ~ 7’° as classical thermodynamics. 
This point of view was carried through in a recent paper [8] in which also a 
generally relativistic formulation was given which in a very simple way 
leads to Tolman’s condition for thermal equilibrium in a large body under 
the influence of its own gravitational field.

However, in the case of an irreversible process the formulation of the se
cond law leads to unnecessary complications in this scheme. In the rest system 
S° we have, for an irreversible process,

dS° >
dQ°
7'0 ’ (1-13)
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but in an arbitrary system of inertia S, (1.13) is not equivalent to

dQ 
dS > - , (1.14)

a relation which is simply not true. This is connected with the fact that the 
4-vector dQi for irreversible processes is not proportional to V) in general. 
However, we get a very simple general formulation of the second law if 
we, instead of the temperature 4-vector Ti, introduce the reciprocal temper
ature 4-vector 0l defined by

= 0°p, 0° = (T0)”1 (1.15)
which has the norm

0 Oid^c = 0°. (1.16)

Then, the second law in an arbitrary system S takes the form

dS>-6idQi, (1.17)

where the equality sign holds for reversible processes only. In the latter case, 
where dQi is of the form (1.4), (1.17) is identical with (1.7) (or (1.8)) and, 
for an irreversible process, we have

-»Ol _ -ÖOMQ“ - - T/Qj = y0°

so that (1.17) is equivalent to (1.13). In the form (1.17), the second law can 
immediately be taken over into the general theory of relativity and the re
sults obtained in reference 8, in particular Tolman’s equilibrium conditions, 
follow immediately.

The considerations in references 4 and 8 were purely thermodynamical, 
but it is clear that the results quoted in this section should be obtainable 
also by means of a relativistic generalization of Gibbs’ statistical mechanics 
in which the thermodynamic properties of a macroscopic system in thermal 
equilibrium is described as mean values in a canonical ensemble. A re
versible process is then described by a succession of canonical ensembles 
with varying values for the parameters that characterize the ensemble. 
In this way it is possible to derive all the earlier mentioned thermodynamic 
properties of the systems, in particular the transformation properties of 
AGi, Alt and dQi, from statistical mechanical considerations, and this is 
the subject of the present paper.
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In view of the generality of the properties in question, it is sufficient to 
treat a highly simplified model like an ideal gas of equal particles enclosed 
in a container. Since the particles do not interact in this case, the particles 
move independently of each other in the field of force originating from the 
walls of the container and possibly from other external sources. In the 
next section we shall, therefore, start by considering a one-particle system, 
which is then easily generalized to the case of n identical particles. It will 
be shown that the equations of motion can be written in the Hamiltonian 
form in any system of inertia, but the Hamiltonian will in general not be 
a constant of the motion. Section 3 contains a short survey of the properties 
of relativistic phase-spaces, such as Liouville’s theorem in an arbitrary Lorentz 
system and the relativistic invariance of the volume of phase-space. In 
section 4 we consider ensembles of mechanical systems in the phase-space 
of an arbitrary Lorentz system. In particular, the relativistic invariance of 
the probability density and the general form of the latter for a canonical 
ensemble are considered.

The following section contains a derivation of the transformation proper
ties of the mean values of the canonical four-momentum, the forces, the rate 
of work, and the ‘probability exponential’ in a canonical ensemble. In 
section 6 we give a statistical description of a reversible process and a cal
culation of the mechanical impulse and work is carried out, by which typical 
relativistic effects are clearly brought out. We shall also obtain a statistical 
expression for the four-momentum of supplied heat in a reversible process. 
Finally, in the last section, a number of theorems are derived which allow 
to calculate mean values of important physical quantities by differentiations 
of a function that is closely related to the free energy of thermodynamics.

2. Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Form of the Equations of Motion in 
the Case when the Field of Force is Static in a Certain System of 

Inertia S°

The motion of a particle of constant rest mass in subjected to a force 
O' in any system of inertia S is generally given by Minkowski’s equations

"y = Fi, i = 1,2,3,4, (2.1)
dr

where
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is the proper lime,
(It

Pt - {P- -KI?} =

is the four-momentum and

<lt I 1 — u2/c2

mu
||/1 — iPIc2

(2.2)

(2.3)

the four-force.

I d (ÎV'W)/c I
I j/1 - zz2/2c ’ j/1 - zz2/c2J

(2.4)

We shall now in particular consider the case where the force $° is static 
in a certain system S° and derivable from a potential F°(x°) which is in
dependent of /°, i.e.

$° = - grad £7°

dx° ’
/dU°

\ dx°

(2.5)

fT° = £70(x°, a) may depend on a number of constant parameters (<zz) 
which characterize the external sources of the force. For a particle in a 
container of volume V° without other external forces, the potential energy 
l'° is constant and shall be chosen equal to zero inside V° and +oo outside. 
In the presence of external forces like static electric or magnetic fields, 
F° () will be varying inside the container. The parameters (a) determine 
the strength of the external forces as well as the form and the volume of the 
container. For constant (rz) and varying x”

dU°(x°, (i)- dU° =----- v dx°
dx°

is equal to the work performed on the particle during a displacement r/x°. 
For fixed values of x° (and />°), the increase of the potential energy by a 
change (dat) of the external parameters is

U° =
Xs db'°(x°,rz)
^—( da,i L

(2.6)

which must be interpreted as the work performed on the system by a change 
of the configuration of the surrounding systems.

For fixed (a), the three equations (2.1) with i = 1,2,3 in the system S° 
are the Filler equations of the variational principle
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i. c.

ô I L°dt° = O

L° = -- 7nc2|/ 1 — il021 c2 — (’°(x°), 

d ldL(u°,x°)\ dL(M°,x°)

dl ' du" ' dx°

(2-7)

(2.8)

The canonical momentum P° corresponding to the Lagrangian (2.7) is

P"
dL°(M°,x°)

dw°
p°, (2-9)

i.e. in S° the canonical momentum is identical with the linear momentum 
/>”. The corresponding Hamiltonian

£)° = P°-m° - L° = E° + U°(x°) = c| m2c2 + p02 + L°(x°) (2.10)

is equal to the total energy of the particle in the external field. The Hamil
tonian equations

dp" dx° d§°(/>°, x°)
dt° ~ dx° ’ dl° dp"

are equivalent to the equations (2.8) or to (2.1) with i = 1,2,3- is a con
stant of the motion

dL"(u", x°)
d/° ” _ (2-12)

which is equivalent to the fourth equation (2.1) in S°. The equation (2.6) 
may also be written

r/(«) LT° (2-6’)

We shall now consider the motion of the particle with respect to an ar
bitrary system of inertia S. Let v be the velocity of S° with respect to S. 
Then, the corresponding four-velocity Vi is given by (1.3) and for simplicity 
we shall assume that the connection between the coordinates in S and S° 
is given by a Lorentz transformation without rotation of the spatial axes. 
If we treat f7°(x°) as an invariant scalar it may also be regarded as a func
tion of coordinates .rl = {x,ct} in S.
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(7(æ,a) then denotes the function obtained from U°(x°, a) by eliminating 
x° by means of the Lorentz transformation connecting S and S°, i.e.

U(x,a) = LT(x,I,a) = U°(x°,a). (2.13)

In the present case, the four-force (2.4) is easily seen to have the form 
of a ‘Lorentz force’, i.e.

Fi = FikUkl^ (2.14)
where

11/1 - u2/c2 |/1 - u2/c2 I

is the four-velocity of the particle, and the antisymmetric tensor F{k is given
by

(2.16)

Since FtkUk is a 4-vector, the validity of the expression (2.14) for F« follows 
from the remark that it reduces to the expression (2.5) for F® in the system 
S° where V® = — cd«. Introduction of (2.16) into (2.14) gives

VkVk dU Vt dU
i ~ c2 dxi ~ c2 dr ‘

Therefore, if we define a new 4-vector Pi by

Pi = Pi + ~ U(.r,a),

(2.17)

(2.18)

the equations (2.1) may be written

with
VkUk dU(x)

c2 Ox*
Since Vo/ = côl4, i.e.

dF(.r) v dU°(x°)A- =----- = 0,
dx*

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

the 4-vector Kt is orthogonal to V1, i.e.

FiP = 0. (2.22)
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If we put
P< = {P, - ©/O

we get from (2.18,3) and (1.3)

P = p + yvU(x)lc2 

£) = E + yU(x)

Then we get from (1.3), (2.15,20,22)

with

I »  (Sl^)/c J  
[|/1 - n2/c2 j/1 - u2/c2j

dE(x,f)
St = - (1 - (vw)/c2)y

dx

For i = 1,2,3 the equations of motion (2.19) are now

which are the Euler equations of the variational principle

<5 J Ldt = 0 

with the Lagrangian

L(u,x,f) = — nic2|/l — u2/c2 — (1 — t • w/c2)yU(x,f).

For, by differentiating with respect to u, we get

dL(u,x, t)
du = P ^yL\x,t) P

on account of (2.24), and by differentiation with respect to x

dL(u,x. I)
dx

-(1 -vu/c2)y——
dx

= £

(2.23)

(2-24)

(2-25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)
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on account of (2.26). Thus, P in (2.23) is the canonical momentum and Si 
may be called the canonical force. The corresponding Hamiltonian is

Pu-L = p u + (v u)ylJ(x)/c2 + mc2[' l ~ u2/c2 ( 1 - r • w/c2)y(’(.r)|

■ E + yU(x,E) = Ah.

Hence, the quantity Ah in (2.24) which together with the canonical momentum 
P defines the ‘canonical’ four-momentum vector (2.23) is equal to the total 
energy of the particle in the external field. Therefore, yU(x,E) may be inter
preted as the potential energy. In contrast to U°(x0) and Ap°, both U and Ah 
are time-dependent and is not a constant of the motion. From (2.19) 
with i = 4 we get, by (2.23,25)

St • r = - ( 1
dU(x,t)\

dx /
dL(u,x,t)

dt
(2.32)

on account of (2.21,26,29). The equations (2.27,32) may be comprised in 
the four-component equation

dPi dL(u,x)
dt dx1

(2.33)

on account of (2.30).
If we eliminate the velocity u in (2.31) by means of (2.24), Ah = Ah(P,x,/) 

appears as a function of P and x and the equations of motion may be writ
ten in the Hamiltonian form

dP d$Q(P,x,E) dx dfø(P,x,E)
dt dx ’ dt dP

On account of the relation [9]

|/1 - u2/c2 Zi / 1= y( 1 - v • u c2) =----------------- ,
|/1 - n02/c2 y(1~\vu°&)

(2.34)

(2.35)

the variational principle (2.7,28) is invariant. For, by (2.29,2,7), we get

Edr
JZ1 - iz2/c2

L°c?t
j/1 - u02/c2

E°dt°.
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The preceding considerations are easily generalized to a gas of n non
interacting particles of mass in subjected to the same external force. In this 
case the Lagrangian Lg is simply the sum of the Lagrangian functions (2.29) 
for each particle, i.e.

= 2 L(r)(«(r),x(r),0 

r = 1

- mc2|/ 1 - n(r)2/c2 - G ~ v - u(r)lc2}yU(x(r\t).
(2.36)

j (r)

(2.37)

The suffix 7 indicates that the quantity in question refers to the system as 
a whole. This case is therefore a trivial generalization of the one-body 
problem and, in the following section, we shall first consider the statistical 
mechanics of a single particle and afterwards make the generalization to 
the n-body system. Let denote the sum of the canonical four-momenta 
of all particles in the gas, i.e.

7Jf = SP,(r)(P(r),x(r),La) = J /4r) + W^«)- (2.38)
r r = 1 c r = 1

It depends on the external parameters (a) as well as on the coordinates 
and momenta. For constant values of the latter quantities an increase (dcii) 
of the rz’s changes the quantity Pf by an amount

dt’(x(r), t,n)
(7az (2.39)

3. The Structure of Relativistic Phase-spaces

In classical statistical mechanics one introduces the important notion of 
a ‘phase-space’ which for a one-particle system is a space of six dimensions 
where every phase-point corresponds to a definite mechanical state of the 
system. However, in a relativistic theory it is convenient to introduce a sep
arate phase-space —(S) for each system of reference S. Each mechanical 
state is pictured as a point in -~(S) with the six coordinates (P,x). The 
‘state-points’ are moving according to the Hamiltonian equations (2.34), 
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(3.1)

{px,py,pz,X,y,Z^ (3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

a region Q may also be writtenThus, by Jacobi’s theorem the volume of

(3.5)

In the new coordinates, Lionville’s theorem (3.1) takes the form

(3.6)

as ‘coordinates’ of the phase points. From the ‘transformation’ equations 
(2.24)

f/.

Il
/' = 1

V.Q(t)

J = ■■ 7
d(p, x)

dPdx = f [

which determine the curve (the phase-track) in 27(S) described by a state
point (P(7),x(/)) in the course of the time t.

On account of the Hamiltonian form of the equations of motion in every 
system S, Liouville’s theorem holds in every 27(S) although in general 
is time dependent. Thus, if 42(/o) is the region in 27(S) which is occupied 
by state points at the time /o and X2(/) the region occupied by the same 
slate-points al the time t, then the volumes of the two regions are equal, i.e.

(In every 27(S) the volume is defined in the same way as in a Euclidean 
space with Cartesian coordinates).

In S° where is independent of t° the phase-tracks are fixed curves in 
27(S°). This is not the case in S where the direction of a phase-track passing 

I dP dx \
through a fixed point is given by the ‘phase velocity’ I — , —I which by 
(2.34) is seen to be lime dependent. \ /

Instead of the canonical variables (P. x) we may also use the non- 
canonical variables

Vß(D = J
£(0 ß(/„)

dPdx = dPxdPydPzdxdydz.

dPdx = Vq(u;
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The equations (3.1,6) show that the volume occupied by the state
points which lie inside a region P(f) at time / is independent of t. Further 
this volume is relativistic ally invariant in the following sense. Consider the 
state-points which at the time t° in S° are situated inside a region f2°(/°) 
of ^(S0). The same slate-points are moving through 27(S) of another system 
S according to the equations (2.34). At the time I their simultaneous positions 
will span a region .£?(/). Then

K<?»(r) s J I dp(}dx{} = J I dpdx = VQ(Z) (3.7)

W) ß(0

independently of the choice of and /. The proof of this theorem is a little 
intricate and, for simplicity, we shall consider the special case (which does 
not spoil the generality of the proof), where £?° and .0 are infinitesimal and 
the relative velocity v of S and S° is

v = {n, 0,0}. (3.8)

A state-point which at the time / passes through a point = (p,x) 
in A(S) will in 27(S°) go through a point = (/>(),x°) at a time /° given by the 
Lorentz transformation

Px = VlPx-^E/C2], P°y = Py, PZ = PQZ 
,X'O = yO = y, Z0 _ - j (3-9)

t° = y[t — vx/c2]. (3.10)

Here we have made use of the 4-vector character of pt = {p, — E/c}. Since 
E = cym2cz+p2, the equations (3.9) represent a non-linear transformation

(3.11)

which defines a certain one to one correspondence of the points in A(S°) 
and 27(8). On account of the relation

the partial derivatives are given by the matrix

(3.12)
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through the phase points inside an infinitesimal parallelepiped -0(0 spanned 
by six infitesimal vectors along the ‘coordinate axes’, i.e.

y(l -viix/c2) - -yuuy/c2 - yviiz/c2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 \

dffl / 0 0 1 0 0 1 z
~ 0 () 0 y 0 01

1 (3.13)

\ 0 0 0 0 1 0 /
0 0 0 0 0 1

Now, consider the state-points in 27(5) w hich at the time / are passing

o r

= (dp*,  (),(), 0,0,0) 

d(2)£/jt (0,dpy,0,0,0,0)

(0,0,(),0,0,dz)

(3.14)

rf(C% a = 1,2,3,4,5,6

(no summation over a!) 

d^a = (dpx,dpy,dpz,dx,dy,dz).

(3.15)

The volume of this region is given by the determinant

''''<?«> - - n <«« - dpdx.
a = 1

(3.16)

In the mapping of 27(5) on 27(5°), defined by (3.9) or (3.11 ), the region £?(() 
corresponds to a region £?()(/°, (° t- dt°) in 27(5°) which is spanned by the six 
infinitesimal ‘vectors’

(3.17)

on account of (3.15). The volume of this region is given by the determinant

" ßojojo + di)
■I ft «« " -'dV^ 

a = 1
(3.18)

where the Jacobian J is the determinant of the matrix (3.13), i.e.

</( />°,x°) 

d(p.x) -■ y2(\ Ullx/c2). (3.19)
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E(S°) E(S)

In the 2-dimensional picture above the region fJ(t) in 27(S) is represented 
bv the inside of the rectangle ABCD with sides d.v and dpx, the vectors 

and d^^fl being represented by the lines AD and AB, respectively. 
The corresponding vectors d(1)£0 and in 27(S°), as given by (3.17), 

are represented by the lines A°D° and A°B°, and the region 7°J° + d/°)
is the inside of the parallelogram A°B°C0D0.

According to (3.18,19) the volume dVß0(z„ + dp) of this region is not 
equal to the volume <7Vq(0 of £?(/). However, the points inside £2°(t°, t° + dt°) 
are not the positions in 27(S°) of the slate points in £?(7) al the same time 
/°, since the passage time, for the points along the lines parallel to A0/?0, 
according Io (3.10) vary linearly from /° to t° + dtQ with

(3.20) 

which is negative. During the time |<7/°| d.v, the points on the line B°C° 
c2

are displaced by a displacement vector ô^( which, if we neglect small 
terms of the second order, is given by

n / <//>° </x° <> \ / dSj°yud.v you0 \

---> — _>
In the picture this constant vector is represented by B°E° or C°F°. The 

y
state-points, which at the time + dt° 1° pl.v were in B° and C°, will

Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 36, no. 16. - 
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at the time (° be in the positions E° and F°, respectively, and the whole line 
B°C° will be displaced to E°F°. Thus, the region I2°(/°) w hich at the time /° 
is occupied by the stale points inside X2(/) is in the figure above represented 

by the parallelogram A°E0F°D0 spanned by the vectors A°7)° and A°E°, i.e. 
by the vectors d(1)to an(j c?(4)£° +££0 = Therefore, in the 6-dimen-

*7 p, ft fit ft

sional phase space the region 72°(/°) is spanned by the six vectors

with

(3.23)
Ida-

n (lx + d^(

d$)°yv dfø° yv 
dx° c2 ’ ~ dif c2 ’

on account of (3.17,21,13). The other vectors are given by (3.17,13) 
The volume of the region spanned by the vectors (3.22) is

1-1 “%!

for which one easily gels the value

dVQ0(/0) = ~ i’Hxlc2)(l + vityc2>)dpdx

or, on account of (2.35) and (3.8,16),

= dPdx = dVQ{ty (3.24)

Since dVß is invariant under arbitrary spatial rotations, it is obvious 
that (3.24) holds for an arbitrary system S (arbitrary v). 'Phus, for two 
arbitrary Lorentz systems S and S' W'e have

ß(0 = (3.25)

The generalization of these results to a system of n non-interacting 
particles is trivial. The phase spaces 2/(S) are 6n-dimensional, and as the 
coordinates of the phase-points we may take the 6n variables

(/>(1), X(1), . . .,/)(«), X(n), . . . x(n)). (3.26)

If the volume of a region Q in 27(S) is defined by
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[ = f • • I dp(X }dxay>. . . . dpin'dx{n>> (3.27)
/< = 1 J .0 J

it is obvious that Lionville’s theorem (3.6) as well as the relativistic invar
iance of dVo, i.e. equation (3.24) holds also for a gas of n particles.

4. Statistical Ensembles of Mechanical Systems in the Phase-Space 
27(5) of an Arbitrary Lorentz System 5. Canonical Ensembles

Let us start by considering an arbitrary ensemble of one-particle systems. 
In 27(S) the distribution of the state-points of (he ensemble is described by 
a probability density ^3(/>,x,0 which in general depends explicitly on the 
time. The number of systems which at the time t arc lying inside an in
finitesimal region P(/) of volume dV at (he place (/>,x) is then by defi
nition

NWjp,x,f)dVQ(t}, (4.1)

where N is the total number of systems in the ensemble (A -> oo). At a 
different time t0 the same number of state-points is given by

N $( , x0 ,to)d VQ(la) (4.2)
where

= ^Kq(/) (4-3)

on account of (3.6). Thus, (4.1,2) gives

ty(po,Xo,to) = ^(p,x,t) (4.4)

which shows that ^(p,x,t) is a constant of the motion, i.e.

dty(p,x,t) dty(p,x,t) dty(p,x,t) dp d^(p,x,t)
■u -I-------------- ■ — H--------- -------- = 0. (4.5)

dt dx dp dt dt

By integration over the whole phase-space we get for all /

JJ^(/>,x,/)d/>«Zx = 1. (4.6)

All these relations hold for any Lorentz system. In the phase-space A(S') 
of another system S', the state-points given by (4.1) occupy al a time t' an 
infinitesimal region Q'(t') around the point (p',x'), where (/>'x',/') and 

2*
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are connected by the Lorentz transformation leading from 8 to S'. 
On account of (3.25) the volume of this region is equal to dVG(/).
Therefore, since the number (4.1) of systems is also equal to

.V^'( p'.X, t'yiV (4.7)

where ^'(//.x',/') is the probability density in 2/(8'), we may conclude that 
the probability density is a relativistic invariant, i.e.

^(/>,x,/) )£'(/>',x',/') (4.8)

where the arguments in the two functions are connected by the Lorentz 
transformation 8 -> S'.

The mean value of any physical quantity F(p.x.t) like the energy or 
the canonical momentum P is, at the linn1 /, given by

(F(p.x.t)/ J J F(p,x,t)^(p,x,l)dpdx (4.9)

For a system of n non-interacting particles, the probability density 
in the 6 n-dimensional phase-space 27(S) is the product of the 

probability densities in the 6-dimensional phase-spaces of the separate 
particles n

^(£,,,0 H ^(r)(/»(r),x(r>,0. (4.10)
r = Î

W’e shall now in particular consider the case where the ensemble is can
onically distributed in 8°. Such an ensemble represents an adequate de
scription of our know ledge about the mechanical slate of a gas in a container 
at rest in 8° and in thermal equilibrium with a heat reservoir of given tem
perature 7’°. For an ideal gas each of the particles in the gas will then be 
canonicallv distributed with a probability density

^0(/>",x°) = (4.11)

w here /c is Boltzmann’s constant and 0° 1/7’°
per temperature 7’°.

is the reciprocal of the pro-

id.12)

are phase-independent quantities defined by

e~fFlk j | e'^^^'dp^dx0,

e-<tik = ( e~0°E°kdp0, e~^k = fe-0°W,«)/<Jxo
(4.13)
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These equations determine y° = 9?o(0o,a) as a function of 0° and the external 
parameters (a) which define the thermodynamical state of the system in S°. 
The thermodynamical significance of y0 is given by the relation

F° = n<p0/60 - 0°/0° (4.14)

where F° is the free energy of the gas in the rest System S° (see § 5).
While s4>° in S° is independent of t° the probability density in S is time 

dependent. Since the canonical four-momentum P, is a 4-vector we have

PfV*  = P°VOi - - §°. (4.15)

Thus, if we introduce (he 4-vector (1.15,16)

Qi = 00 y Ï = QVi (4.16)

we get, on account of the invariance of the probability density expressed 
by (4.8) with S' = S°,

ty(p,x, t)
(ep -i e!P,)/k

(4.17)

where
<p = <p° (4.18)

is an invariant.
In the general system S the thermodynamical state is determined by the four 
parameters 0l together with the external parameters (<q). The expression
(4.17) is closely related to expressions used by Mazur and Lurçat and by 
Barut fib].

5. The Mean Values of the Energy and the Canonical Momentum and 
their Transformation Properties

Fhe mean values in question are, in a system S,

<§> = Jj &(p,x,ty$(p,x,t)dpdx, 

<py = I I (5.1 )

where the integrations are to be performed at constant time. From these 
expressions it would seem that <.<p> and <P> are time dependent. However, 
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a calculation of the integrals (5.1) will show that these quantities are inde
pendent of t for a canonical ensemble with ^3 given by (4.17).

Let us again for simplicity arrange it so that the velocity of S° with 
respect to S is

v = {/?,(),()} (5.2)

in which case the equations (3.9) are valid. In order to perform the integra
tions in (5.1) it is convenient for constant t to introduce the quantities p[\ x° 
defined by (3.9) as new variables of integration. The inverse transformations 
of (3.9) are (for constant /)

Px = ?[?“ + *>£°/< ,2L Py = Py, Pz = P°z 

x = vt I- x°/y, i/ = y°, z = z°.
(5.3)

According to Jacobi’s theorem we have then to replace dp dx by

dpdx = Jdp"dx{}. (5.4)

Here ./ is the Jacobian determinant corresponding to (5.3) which is easily 
seen to be

d(p.x) 
d(pQ,xV)

1 + ™«/c2 = 1 + (5.5)

.7 in (5.5) is of course the reciprocal of the determinant (3.19) (comp. (2.35)). 
Since Pi is a 4-vector and P° = p{} we have

§ = 7[§° I "T’tI
and, because of the invariance of the probability density, the first integral 
in (5.1) becomes

<£)> = fj ^0(P0.x°)y(.sy + vp^.)(l + vp^jE^dp^dx0. (5.6)

Here we have made use of the time independence of s}30.
In the next section we shall consider a case where the probability density 

x°,/°) is /’’-dependent. In applying the formula (5.6) one has then in 
^3°(/>°, x°,/°) for the argument /° to substitute the expression (3.10), which 
by means of (5.3) may be written

/” = y[/ — pæ/c2] = //y — vx°/c2. (5.7)

However, in the present case we get from (5.6)
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<§> = y <e°>° + Kp2>° (5.8)

where < >° denotes the mean value over the ensemble (4.11) in 27(S°). 
Since = c| m2c2 + p02 + LT°(x°) and E° depend on the squares of p°x,Py 
and p® only and the integration over these variables goes from — oo to + oo, 
where V)() = + oo and ^3° = 0, it is obvious that

Further, as

we get by partial integration

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

Hence,

k
0°

:° = kT°.J J p» dp'dx" - A' I'0 J J ^°dpadx'

,W~Wlkdpodxo

<&> (5-12)

Similarly we get from the second equation (5.1), remembering that

P*  - + «-Wc2]. P« - P°. Pz - P°. (5.13)

<Pz> - [<®°>° + Å-7-»|yp/C2 I
(5.14) 

</<«> - <Pt> - «

on account of (5.9,11).
For a gas of n non-interacting particles, the equations (5.12,14) hold for 

each particle separately and, by multiplying these equations by n, we get 
the corresponding formulae for the mean values of the total energy and 
canonical momentum of the gas. Thermodynamically, these quantities are 
to be identified with the energy and momentum of the gas, i.e.
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H = <^> n<§>,

G Pg - n<P>, G° <P°9>° n<P° 0
- <Pf> ('i <!</>?>“

(5.15)

Ehe justification for this identification lies in the fact that the fluctuations 
of these quantities normally are completely negligible for large n of the order 
of the number of particles in a ponderable amount of gas. Il is perhaps a 
little surprising that G is identified with the mean value of the canonical 
momentum and not with that of the linear momentum. However, it should 
be noted that the potential U°(x0) of a particle in S° will represent a momen
tum L’°>°/c2 in S and, according to (2.24), this is just the difference be
tween the mean values of the canonical and the linear momenta. In the case 
where there are no other external fields than the forces from the walls, 
<(/°)° is zero and there is then no difference between (P> and p .

From (5.12,14,15) we now get for the momentum and energy of 
the gas

'Phis may also be written

G 7/° nkT°]yv i c‘2,

V2
H H° — nkT°

c2
7

holding for any direction of p.

(5.17)

The quantity (and hence Gf) is not a 4-vector, but it satisfies in any system 
S the relation

i. e. (5.18)

Since is a 4-vector we have, in the case (5.2), the following transforma
tion formula for the mechanical force $ and the rate of mechanical work $u:
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^ + P(^-M°)/C2 « _ . . ?!Az = 1 puj/c2 y y [i ^u?/c2

Az M) Öt/0(X°)
Az y|l p»®/c2]’

5 0X°

T>0 „0 „crO 
U u + v<5x

(V M 1 0 / 2I 4 Pl£/c2

Similarly, we get for the canonical force (2.25,26)

St,

SI v

St« f 0 dt/°(x0)
y[i + p4/c2j’ * " dx°

ST0 • v St^
= i

The mean value of $° = St0 over the ensemble (4.11) is

(5.19)

(5.20)

<S°>° - n dt/°(x°) 
dx°

<St°>0

dx°
o

(5.21)

since 4?’ vanishes outside the container. Similarly, we lind

g°-tt°>0 = <Sl°-v>° = 0. (5.22)

By means of Jacobi’s theorem and (5.4,5,19,20) we get, therefore, for the 
mean valnes of the forces and the rates of work in the system S

<&> = <r> = o
<$-u> = <$Tv> = 0.

(5.23)

Although the mean value of the total external force acting on the system is 
zero in a canonical ensemble, as one should expect for a thermodynamical 
system at rest and in thermal equilibrium in S°, we get of course in general 
a non-zero result if we take the mean value over this quantity when the 
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position of the particle is fixed or confined to a finite region co0 in space. 
Then we get in S°, instead of (5.21),

where the integral in the numerator is taken over the surface o'0 of co0 and 
n is an outward normal to the surface element da. The volume integral in 
the denominator in (5.24) follows from (4.13). In the case where the forces 
from the walls of the container are the only external forces present, we have

I 0 inside the container
C°(x°) = . . (5.25)

I -I oo outside the container

and the denominator becomes

= s^o (5.26)

where 53° is the rest volume of the container.
Now let us for co0 take a small cylinder with end surfaces da® and 

da® lying immediately inside and outside the container wall, respectively. 
(Actually we have to think of the wall as consisting of a thin transition layer 
inside which the potential rises rapidly but continuously from the value 0 
at da® to a very large value at da®.) Then, we get from (5.24) in the case 
(5.25)

- <«°>^ - (5.27)

where m is the inward normal of the container wall. When multiplied by 
the number 11 of particles and divided by da® (5.27) gives the normal 
pressure f>° of the wall on the gas. Hence,

= nkT°l^°. (5.28)

When t'° is given by (5.25) the pressure is the same everywhere, the thermo
dynamical body is homogeneous. On the other hand, when U°(x°) 0 inside
he container, the pressure varies as e~^°u°lk, where U® is the value of the 
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potential U° at the place considered. If the considerations leading to (5.24,27) 
are carried through in the system S one easily finds by means of (5.19) that 
the pressure is an invariant, i.e.

P = p°. (5.29)

In the homogeneous case (5.25) where (5.28) holds the equations (5.16)
may also be written

G

H =

7/° + p°$°]y®/c2

L>2
H° + p°$°

c2 7
(5.30)

which are the equations for a thermodynamical fluid from which we started 
our considerations in reference 4.

Finally we shall consider the statistical analogue of the thermodynamical 
entropy S. If we put

= er/\ (5.31)

then the invariance of the probability density entails the invariance of the 
‘probability exponential’ //, i.e.

Tj(p,x,t) = y°(p0,x0) (5.32)

where the arguments in these functions are connected by the equations (5.3). 
Hence

<r/> - <»;">°. (5.33)

This also follows by means of Jacobi’s theorem and (5.4,5) which gives

O7> = = Jj\0$°(l + vp"lE°)dp°dx°

= + ^W°>°.
By the arguments leading to (5.9) it follows that the last term in this expres
sion is zero so that (5.33) follows. (5.33) holds for every particle and from 
(4.10) we get for the mean value of the probability exponential for a gas of 
77 particles

Vg =
<T)g> = = «<^°>° =

(5.34)

According to classical statistical mechanics the entropy S° of the gas in the 
rest system is
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•S’0 = ÅX'/V (5.35)

and, since the entropy is a relativistic invariant, (5.34) shows that the entropy 
S in an arbitrary system of inertia must be given by

S = ~ k<i]g) = - kn(p . (5.36)

For a canonical ensemble (4.17),

and (4.16),

0 = ln^ (y- I- OfPt)lk.
Hence

s — ng nO^fPi) (5.37)

or, by (5.1 5),
ø = Odii - S I

(5.38)
0 = ng.

Although Gt is nol ii 4-veelor, OiGi is an invariant. For we have, by (5.18)

OdG - -0°H° = (5.39)

On account of the invariance of the entropy, (5.38) may then be written

- 7’°N° I
0 = 0o — = FO/7’o (5.40)

7’0 '

in accordance with (4.14).
In the present section we have considered the statistical expressions for 

the thermodynamic state functions Gi, p and S which are functions of 0*  
and (n). The change of these quantities in a process connecting two equi
librium states of the body is obtained by simple differentiation. How
ever, we shall also consider quantities like /4Z and zL4 (the mechanical 
impulse and the work) that are not absolute differentials and which there
fore depend on the character of the process. In the next section we shall in 
particular consider processes which are reversible.

6. Statistical Description of a Reversible Process. The Mechanical 
Impulse and Work. The Four-Momentum of Supplied Heat

Consider a reversible thermodynamical process connecting to equilibrium 
stales (OGuj) and (0 + z!0, r/z 4 øq) and let us for the moment assume that 
the rest system S° is fixed during the process, which means that the velocity 
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v of the thermodynamical body with respect lo S is constant. 'I'hen, the change 
of 0l is due solely to a change in the temperature 7’° of the amount J7’°. 
Now, a process is reversible if it is performed so slowly that the system 
may be considered going through a succession of equilibrium stales with 
temperatures 7’0(7°) and external parameters oz(/°), which arc ‘infinitely’ 
slowly varying monotonic functions of the time /°. If r° is the duration of 
the process we may assume that the temperature and the external para
meters rise from the initial values (7’°,nz) to the final values (7’° 1 ,d7’°, 
<7z + Joz) in the time interval

0 < Z0 < r°. (6.1)

Experimentally, the body has during the process to be brought into contact 
with a ‘continuous’ succession of heat reservoirs of temperatures T°(/°).

From classical statistical mechanics we know that the adequate statistical 
description of this process in the system S° is furnished by a ‘quasi-canon- 
ical’ ensemble with a probability density (for each particle) of the type

^o(/Axo,0°Oo),a(f0)) = expf^ofØO/z) - 0°(/0)^0(/>",x(’,o(/0))/A-}. (G.2)

Eike 7’°(/°) and o(/°),
fl°((°) = l/r0(/0) (6.3)

is also a slowly varying function in the interval (G.l) but constant outside, 
i. e.

6° for /<’ < 0
I 0° + for /° > r°.

Since ç° is a function of 0° and (a) it will also be a function of /l) in the interval 
(G.l). The condition for the correctness of this description is that t° is ex
tremely large compared with the period of the system, i.e.

r° » /°/<zz°>°, (6.5)

where 1° is the linear extension of the container and is the mean value 
of the particle velocity.

We shall now calculate the mean force and the mean rate of work 
on the particle in the general system S, and let us start by considering the 
case where the a’s are kept constant during the process. As we shall see, 
this simple case exhibits already the typical new features introduced by the 
theory of relativity. In noil-relativistic thermodynamics the mechanical work 
is zero in such a process and the change of the temperature is due solely
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to the supply of heat energy. In a relativistic theory, this is still true in the 
rest system S° but, as was shown in detail in reference 4, in any other system 
N we have a finite impulse and a finite work performed by the external 
forces. We shall now calculate this effect from statistical mechanics.

For simplicity we shall start by assuming that the relative velocity v is 
given by (5.2) so that (5.3) is the transformation connecting the phase
spaces 27(S) and 2’(S°). Then, using (5.19) and Jacobi’s theorem (5.4,5), 
we get for the mean value of %x at the time t in S

m W0,*W°))(i  + vpoxIE°)dpodxo,

where is the distribution function (6.2) (with constant o’s). Here it must 
be remembered that 0°(/°) is a function of the variable

/° = 11 y - i\v° I c2 (6.7)

given by (5.7), which depends on the variable of integration ,r°. Hence

d U°( x° )
''4>°( />0,x°,ö°(/°) )dp[]dx"

dx°

^(p\x\OQ(l"Y)dp"dx".

(6.8)

The last integral is obviously zero since as a function of (/^,/^,/>y) 
depends on the squares of these quantities only. Therefore, it follows from 
(5.20) that the mean values of and 5ÎT are equal. In order to calculate 
the first integral in (6.8) we remark that the quantity /<^0/0°, in the present 
case where the a’s are constant, depends on the variable .r° both through 
t/°(x°), occurring in the exponential of the expression (6.2) for s4>°, and 
through 0°(/°). Therefore

k
d.r°

dt/°(x0)\ d(^o/0°)dG°(to)

d.r° / " d0° Xr°

or, by means of the relation 

yi> dO°(t°)
c2 dl

(6.9)

d0°(/°)

d.r°
(6.10)
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following from (6.7),
d^°/0°

a.ro
yvd^/O0
c2 dt.

(6.11)

If we integrate this equation over the whole phase-space Z(S°) the left hand 
side gives zero, while the integral of the first term on the right hand side is 
just the first term in (6.8). Hence

<%z>t = <&z)t
kyv f f

dt J J
$o(/>o,x°,0oG0))

ö°(/°)
dp{}dx". (6.12)

Similarly we find, by means of (5.19,20),

<^>*  = <Ä>« = 0, = <X>< = 0 (6.13)

which together with (6.12) may be written in the general vector form

d
~dt dp^dx^. (6.14)

In the same wav we obtain for the mean mechanical effect

= <&'•»>«
kyv2 d 
(T dt If

$°( p",x°,R/0))

0°(P)
dp"dx".

For a gas of n particles, the expressions on the right hand sides of (6.14,15) 
have to be multiplied by n. For the impulse of the total mechanical force on 
the gas during a time interval /i < / < /a we get therefore

G

z1Z(/i,/2) = n
tt

$°( p°,x°, 0°(Z°))/0o(/°)d/)odxo

xo,0o(f?))/0o(Z;)d/>o<Zxo].

(6.16)

where and /!> are obtained from (6.7) by putting / equal to tx and t%, re
spectively. Now choose /r and so that < 0 and t® > r° for all values 
of x° inside the container. Then, and 0°(/°) have the constant values 
0° + ZiO° and 0°, respectively, in the two integrals in (6.16). Thus, we get 
for the mechanical impulse during the whole process
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nyv k k
AI = —

c2 ØO + zW° 0°
(6.17)

Similarly, by integration of (6.15), we obtain the total external work

Hence

(6.18)

(6.19)

w here is the change of the quantity (/.? in (5.17) for the case of constant v. 
From (5.17) and (6.19) we see that the difference is a 4-veclor

which, according to (1.1), must be interpreted as the four-momentum of 
supplied heal :

where
4()° = /lH0 d<.^>° (6.20')

is the supplied heat in the rest system for constant (u).
The equation (6.20) is in agreement with the thermodynamical equa

tion (1.4) derived in reference 4, but so far it has been derived from statis
tical mechanics only for the case where the u’s are kepi constant during the 
process. However, it is easy to lind statistical expressions for the work and 
the impulse arising from an infinitesimal reversible change of the external 
parameters (n). In the system S°, the work performed on a particle (for 
fixed £>°,x°) by an increase (da,) is given by (2.6,6’). Idle mean value of 
this quantity multiplied by n is to be identified with the work performed on 
the gas due Io a change of the a's, i.e.

(6.21)

or

(6.22)

w here is the total Hamiltonian (2.37) of the gas.
In the homogeneous case (5.25), there is only one external parameter 
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for which we can take the rest volume ^°. Since the work performed on 
a gas by a reversible increase <733° of the volume is

dA° = -p<W°,

a comparison with (6.21,22) gives

(6.23)

(6-24)

an expression which also follows from (5.24) when one takes into account 
that the potential F°(x°) in the vicinity of the walls is a function of the 
normal distance to the wall.

On the analogy of (6.21,22), the impulse and work in S due to an increase 
(dat) of the external parameters is equal to the mean value of the quantity 
d{a}Pf given by (2.39). Hence

dPf(£,t,o)
''<«>/,■ - <<'<«>'*?>  - - g~~> * n<dWP<>

n
2dal<9P,(P-X’t-^
I düi

>
I

dU(x,al)
ddi

Since
dU
--— is a relativistic scalar, Jacobi’s theorem (5.4,5) gives

(6.25)

Thus, by (6.21,22,25),

(a) i (6.26)

which shows that this part of the mechanical ‘impulse-work’ d/t- is a 4-vector. 
For an infinitesimal reversible process the total expression for dli is obtained 
by combining (6.26) with the equation (6.19), i.e.

<lIi = d9t + -yc2

nkdT° yn2|
c2 c J

(6.27)

for constant v. Instead of (6.20) we now get in the general case 
Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 36, no. 16. 3
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dH0 dA°
dQi dGi dl i = — „ Vi 

cd
(6.28)

incomplete agreement with (1.4). The statistical expression 
red heat energy in S° is, by (5.15) and (6.22),

for the transfer-

dQ° = dH°- c/A° = 2^'z<^3>°-
z do.

(6.29)

Since dgpV 0 we get from (6.27)

= - dA° (6.30)

which, by means of (1.2,3), gives

dA = vdl + dAa\'l it/c2. (6.31)

The error made in the early treatments of relativistic thermodynamics 
consisted in replacing di in this expression by dG instead of the correct 
replacement of di = dG dQ following from (1.1).

In the homogeneous ease (5.25), where (5.28) and (6.23) arc valid, 
we gel from (6.27), (1.2,3) and (6.31)

where

(6.32)

(6.33)

is the volume and pressure in the system S. (6.32) is in agreement with the 
equations (66) and (72) in reference 4.

The equation (4.6), which for a canonical ensemble (4.17) reads

(6.34)a^lkdpdx 1,

determines tp as a function of the stale variables O' and (a). Differentiation 
of this equation gives for infinitesimal increases dtp, (dctt) of these variables

ff(dç? : dOG\ + Odl(a}I\Wdpdx = 0

d<p i- dO^Pi) + - o.
or

(6.35)
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Further, by differentiation of the equation

£<//> = (p +
we get, using (6.35),

Å’d<r/> = dtp + dOGPi) + OG^Pk)

O^KP.) - <d{a}Pi>').

(6.36)

(6.37)

Multiplying this equation with — n we obtain, by (5.36), (5.15) and (6.25), 
for the change of the entropy S

dS = - Oi(dGi - d^I^. (6.38)

For the type of process considered here, where v is constant, we have

= fo Vidgi = °*
Thus, by means of (6.26-28),

dS = - 0\dGt - dh) = - 0<dQi (6.39)

in accordance with the thermodynamical equation (1.17) for a reversible 
process. This may be regarded as a new proof of the statistical expression 
(5.36) for the entropy.

Finally, a few words about the process of adiabatic acceleration of the 
thermodynamic body, where the acceleration is performed ‘infinitely’ 
slowly and smoothly with constant (a) and without heat supply. In that case 
we may assume that the internal thermodynamic stale is the same in the 
successive momentary rest systems S° of the container which means that 
H° and 0° = 1/7’° are constant during the process.

From (5.17), which also may be written

we then get

77« 7JÂ-7'«
F <5/4,

H° + nkT°
c2

Z1V7

nÅ-T«

cy

= Ah

(6.40)

(6.41)

since there is no heat supply in this process. For an infinitesimal process 
of this type we have, since V{dVi = 0,

or by (1.2,3)
nkT° . 1 .

Vidh = V4dy-1 = nkT^/dy-1
c

3*
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dA = vdl nkT° dy-1 (6.42)

which replaces (6.31) in this case. A detailed statistical derivation of (6.41) 
is most adequately obtained by replacing the successive rest systems by 
one smoothly accelerated system of coordinates such as the one introduced in 
chapter VIII, § 97, of reference 9. This requires a generalization of the 
statistical mechanics of the preceding sections to the case of accelerated 
systems of reference, a subject which we shall not go into here. However, 
in the next section we shall at least give a statistical derivation of the equation 
(1.17) for a process of adiabatic acceleration in which case (1.17) reduces 
to dS = 0.

7. Mean Values in a Canonical Ensemble

of a particles in thermal equilibrium is, 
S, described by the canonical probability

According to (4.10,17) a gas 
in an arbitrary system of inertia
density

_ e[0 + G'.P?]/k

where
„ Vip« = // 4- — Lr

2 i Pi % V
n n

Pl=lP?.
r — 1 r = 1

(7.1)

(7.2)

Thus, the ‘total canonical momentum’ Pf of the gas depends on the ‘co
ordinates’ (^,) (3.26) of the points in phase-space and on the parameters 
V< and (az) of the thermodynamical state, i.e.

(7.3)

The quantity (P, which is connected with the free energy by (4.14, 18), is de
fined by the equation

or 

J f e[0 + 0i^-z’r'’a)l/fcc/£ = 1,

= dpwdxw...........dp(n)dx{n}
(7.4)

(7.5)
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The variables 0*  and V*  are connected by (4.16). However, for the following 
development it is more convenient at the moment to regard the variables 0l 
and V*  as independent of each other. For fixed V’ the quantity 0, as defined 
by (7.5), appears then as a function 0(0*,  a) of the independent variables 
0*  and (az), which may be partially differentiated with respect to or to at 
all other quantities being kept constant in these derivations.

By partial differentiation of (7.4) with respect to 0*  we then get

Thus, taking account of (7.1,4) and the relations (5.15) and (4.16),

Gi = <Pi>
d&CO^V^a)

d6i
(7.7)

Here and in the following, a square bracket around a function of (0f,V*,n)  
indicates that we have to put

øi = oyi = Qoyi (7.8)
in this function.

Further partial differentiation of (7.6) with respect to 6k gives

or, if we put 0*  = 6\ri in this equation and use (7.7),

<(P? - - </<?»> - Å-
020(0*,  V1, a)

dOidOk
(7-10)

In particular for k i we get the following simple expression for the square 
of the fluctuation of the quantity Pf :

Ap?} - -k
d2<k(di,Vi,a')

d6i2
(7.11)

Similarly, the mean value of the probability exponential or the entropy 
may be expressed in terms of 0 and its first order derivatives. From (5.36,37) 
and (7.7), we get
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S |ø 0<Pf>]

0(0*,  Wø
dø(G*’, V*,Qi------------1

GG<
(7.12)

Partial differentiation of (7.4) with respect to oz (constant G*,V*)  gives

Thus, putting O1 since ;—- is invariant,0\ri we gel,

-1 Gø(G*‘, V*',«) fA1døo(0o,n)

(7.13)

(7.14)

where 0ü(Gü,o) = nçs°(G°,o) is the function defined by (4.13). In the homoge
neous case, where the rest volume can be identified with the external 
parameter a, (5.29), (G.24) and (7.14) gives the following expression for the
pressurt'

I’ P°
Gø(G*,V\$o) 00_! d0O(W) 

d$o
(7.15)

brom the preceding considerations it follows that all the thermodynamic 
functions of the system can be calculated by simple differentiations when the 
function (I>(Ol,Vl,a) is known. Also typically statistical quantities like the 
fluctuations of may be obtained in this wav. For reversible processes we 
may then also express quantities such as dli and dQi in terms of 0 and its 
derivations. For instance

dA°

= e u(it /

e shall now investigate the general structure of the function 0(0, Vl,(i). 
Although this I unction for G*  = GV*  of course has the same value in every

we get from (6.22,26) and (7.14)

(7.16)

Z(1 lx.,G0O(Go,a) »"’A ' X
e ('(ti

"2 4~ AV-
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Lorentz system, it is not a form-invariant function of the (independent) 
4-vectors O4’ and P. Since

(7.17)

is a sum of two parts containing the momenta and coordinates separately,
we may write

where 
e- ^.(d'Vk

e <l> k = (/) = + (7-18)

(7.19)

is a function of Ö4 only, while

J- • j e°'ViUf/kc dx,l). . .dx(n) (7.20)

in general depends on all variables (ô4, P, a).
By partial differentiation of (7.19) with respect to 0i we get, similarly 

as in (7.6,7), for the mean value of the linear four-momentum p?

doi
L

(7.21)

w hich may be interpreted as the ‘bare’ four-momentum of the gas. Similarly 
as in (7.11), the square of the fluctuation of the linear four-momentum is

(7.22)

By subtraction of (7.7) and (7.21) and by using (7.2) and (7.18) we get for 
the ‘four-momentum of the potential energy’

d^q(6i,Vi,a')
(7.23)

Since p% = ^Pt is the sum
r

tides we obtain from (7.19) 

of the four-momenta of the separate par-

(7-24)

w here 9?p(0/) is given by
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e Vpdblk = I e^,)ilkdp. (7.25)

Here, both pi and
Øf = {6.Ö4} (7.26)

are time-like 4-vectors.
In the intergral (7.25) it is convenient as new variables of integration 

to introduce the components of the momentum vector />° in a Lorentz sy
stem S° which has its time axis in the direction of 01’. Then, the four-velo- 
tity of S° relative to S is

V1 = 0^0 = { V,V4}

which in S° has the components

VOi = cd* 4.
Hence

= Wpi = 0V°>? = Ocrf

= - 0E° = - 0c|/m2^ + |p° I2.

Since dp[E is known to be invariant under Lorentz transformations, the 
Jacobian corresponding to the transformation p -+ p° is (comp, equation 
(2.35))

d( p ) E
d(pk = £0 = y4/C + (^W0 = 04/c0 + (0 •/>o)/0£'° (7.30)

on account of (7.27). Thus, (7.25) becomes

g-^(ö)//c = f g- dE^k —dp{} + f g—0£°/Å- _ dp{}
J Oc r J 0E° P ’

The last integral is obviously zero, so that e~Vplk is of the form

04
e-9>/0*)/*  _ _ g-f/Ø)/*  (7.31)

cO

Here /p(0) is a function of the invariant norm

(7.27)

(7.28)

(7.29)

defined by

e-f,.(O)/k =

0 = V'-d^/c

+> + rf+C4
d^dpdt,.

(7.32)

(7.33)
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A comparison of (7.33) with (4.13) shows that

('■34)

The function /p(0) defined by (7.33) may be expressed in terms of a 
Hankel function H2(1) of the first kind and the second order with imaginary 
argument [11] in the following way:

0

x Orne2

27i2/n2cA1 .
—;— H^(inic26l k).

(7.35)

From (7.24,31) we get for the part 0p of 0

0p(0O = w/Ø*)  = J/,(0)-Mn—j.
(7.36)

This part is independent of the forces acting on the system, which have an 
influence only on the part 4>q defined by (7.20).

For a system of non-interacting particles, where the potential is of the 
form (7.2), we have on the analogy of (7.24)

with
0^(0*,  V*,  u) = rupgtßi-, V1, a)

ë ViUÇx.t.aykc1

(7.37)

(7.38)

If we introduce the coordinates x° of the rest system S° instead of x 
as integration variables, we have in the integral (7.38), which is performed 
al constant t, to put

dx = tZx° I 1 - u2/c2 = - t7x°. t ' 174 (7.39)

Thus, (7.38) may be written

e- (p/W, V‘,a)/k _ e-fg(/u.,a)lkcly4^ (7.40)

where fq(/t,a'), defined by

ef,Qoa)/fc /LiU0(x0,a)lk dxo (741)
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is an invariant function of (ft) and of the invariant variable

// = -gh^/c2.

A comparison of (7.41) with (4.13) shows that

(7.42)

(7.43)

The quantity // is positive for 0i in the vicinity of the value (7.8). From 
(7.40,36,18) we finally gel

0<z = 4/ç(ZO<0 - A in M

o-i \ (7-44)
ø(0‘, 1 a ) n /p( 0) + /,( n, a ) - k in

By means of this expression for 0, we may now calculate the mean va
lues of various physical quantities. For instance, by (7.7), the four-momen
tum (ii is obtained by differentiation of ø with respect to 0*  and subsequently 
putting 0i ()Vl. Since

d0 O/ f)/i
d0i c20’ ()0l

d& /ôiAdQi = "(-fp(^)^l0 ~ nk^

Thus, since

67

ïq
dlq(l'’<à

d/i

l/d 0 = 0°,
00 nk Vj nk
dOi

/o/;(o°) /î79«.„))vi/ew0„f2 JOO)IC<S

(7.45)

(7.46)

(7.47)

(7-48)

which expresses 6'/ as function of the thermodynamical variables (Vi, a) 
and 0° = 1/0°. In the rest system where V® c0(-4, we get of course G{) (),
and

h« = - <■<;“ - a» (7.49)

so that (7.48) may be written

Gf (7.50)

in accordance with (6.40).
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By further differentiation of (7.46) with respect to 0l, we get from (7.11 ) 
an expression for the square of the fluctuation of Pf which obviously in
creases linearly with n. Since also the mean values, i.e. are linearly 
dependent on n we have for the ratio

(TfP-î}

<Pf>
0(n“1/2) (7.51)

so that the fluctuations, generally speaking, become unimportant for ma
croscopic bodies. As mentioned earlier this is a general feature for all ther
modynamic quantities.

When we put V( = 0^6 in 0(0*,  V*,  a), we get a function 0(0*,  zz) of 0i 
and (rz) which, according to (7.44,42), is given by

Thus, as t 
tity 0 is a

= 0(0*,F*,rz)]  = n(fp(&) + fq(6,ci)). (7.52)

i function of the thermodynamical state variables (0*,a)  the quan- 
function of the norm 0 and (rz) only:

0(0*,  rz) = f(0,a), 1
f(ß,d) = n(Jp(0) + fq(6,a)). |

For the corresponding quantity 0° in the rest system, defined by (4.10-13), 
we get by (7.34,43)

0WO,) - «/(00,«) - - nCf/O«) +
or

0°(0°,fz) = /'(0°,a). (7.54)

Since 0 = d° is an invariant, (7.53,54) show that

0(0*, a) = 0°(0,a) = 0°(0°,a), (7.55)

in accordance with (4.18).
As we have seen, the equation (7.7) allows us to calculate the four-mo

mentum Gi by differentiating the function 0(0f,V*,a)  with respect to fP and 
afterwards using the relation (7.8). However, if we use (7.8) first in fP(Oi,Vi,a), 
by which we obtain the function ø(ø*,  rz) given by (7.53), and subsequently 
differentiate with respect to 0*  we get a quantity

00(0*,  a)
(7.56)
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which, in contrast to Gi, is a 4-vector. In fact, from (7.53,45,8) we obtain

df(0,a) Ot
dO c20

n(fp(60) + f^,a))VilC2

or, by means of (7.49),

Pt Ci .5 7 )

Pi would be the four-momentum if the system were a free system.
In conclusion we shall convince ourselves that the expression (7.12) for 

the entropy is independent of Vh From (7.46,8,53) we get

0n(/;(0) ■+ /,’(0,u) O/”(0,o) (7.58)

and, hence, for the entropy (7.12)
df(6, a)

S = - f(0,a) + 0 — . (7.59)/v de

We see that this expression is independent of V®, i.e.

S = S°

in accordance with the invariance property of the entropy. Further it follows 
that S is unchanged, i.e.

dS = 0 (7.60)

under an adiabatic acceleration, where 0 and (a) are constant and only 
the variables W are changed. (7.60) is in accordance with the thermodynamic 
relation (1.17) for the process in question.

The Niels Bohr Institute 
and NORDITA
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